
Clarion Safety Systems offers leading-edge workplace safety sign-related products and 
services that can help protect employees, subcontractors and guests and minimize 
your organization’s liability exposure. We can help you create safety signs and sign 
systems for your facility that are up-to-date with the standards you aim to meet and 
ANSI/ISO best practices – for a safer, more productive work environment. No matter 
where your workplace is in the development of its safety management system or 
identifying gaps in safety, we’re a hands-on partner to meet the needs at hand.

Our Portfolio

• Risk assessment services
• Safety sign assessment services
• Safety sign customization services
• OSHA/ANSI safety sign and sign system products

-    Accident prevention signs
-    Safety equipment location signs
-    Fire equipment location signs
-    Egress pathmarking signs
-    Security and company policy signs 
-    PPE reinforcement signs
-    Machinery labels and tags
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Additional professional services (translations, kitting and more!)•
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Lives and liability are on the line. When potential hazards can’t be eliminated 
from an area or designed out of a process, intelligently designed facility safety 
sign systems are your means to communicate residual risk.

Clarion’s safety sign systems embody best practice design principles defined by 
the latest industry standards, standards we helped to write. For nearly 30 years, 
we’ve led the initiatives that have kept the ANSI, ISO, OSHA and NFPA safety 
sign standards up-to-date with modern-day risk assessment methodologies. 

Working directly with our clients, we’ve created systems of safety signs that 
effectively communicate their specific safety requirements – all in the effort to 
reduce risk and protect people. There’s no greater goal. There’s no greater reward.

Distinctive competence that’s proven effective.

Unmatched expertise, unparalleled experience. It’s why customers choose Clarion.

28 Years in Business

15,000+ Clients

180+ Industries

Nearly 100 Million Signs and Labels Produced

0 Allegations of “Inadequate Warning”




